
DYNAMO

DESIGN SMART COLLECTION

GENIUS INTELLECT



GENIUS

54844_44100 54844_44505

54844_44705

54844_44405 54844_44515

54844_44710

Expand your options with the design, function and performance of carpet tile, on a broadloom budget. 
Inspired by minimalism and the elegance of simplicity, Design Smart Collection combines essential texture 
and color with innovative StrataWorx tile backing to open up new carpet tile opportunities. Simple and 
straight-forward, it’s everything you need. And nothing you don’t. 

Dynamo is a mixture of semi-solid soft tones integrated into a patterned texture of simplicity. Genius 
translates the spark of brilliance that results from thoughtful arrangement, revealing a midscale interlocking 
grid of contrasting yarns. Intellect combines a textured pinstripe with a savvy mix of yarns to produce a 
surprise hint of colored striation.

Responsiveness is a crucial part of who we are and what we do. So, it’s 
only natural both our people AND our products are available to serve 
you immediately. 

We will ship up to 2500 sq. yds. tile per style & color in 10 business 
days or less.

800.241.4692
www.philadelphia-commercial.com

TILE SPECIFICATIONS
FIBER Solution Q® Nylon

BACKING StrataWorx® Tile 

DYE METHOD Solution Dyed

TUFTED WEIGHT 14 oz.



INTELLECT

54845_45100 54845_45505

54845_45705

54845_45405 54845_45515

54845_45710

Responsiveness is a crucial part of who we are and what we do. So, it’s 
only natural both our people AND our products are available to serve 
you immediately. 

We will ship up to 2500 sq. yds. tile per style & color in 10 business 
days or less.

800.241.4692
www.philadelphia-commercial.com

TILE SPECIFICATIONS
FIBER Solution Q® Nylon

BACKING StrataWorx® Tile 

DYE METHOD Solution Dyed

TUFTED WEIGHT 14 oz.



DYNAMO

54857_57100 54857_57505

54857_57705

54857_57405 54857_57515

54857_57710

Responsiveness is a crucial part of who we are and what we do. So, it’s 
only natural both our people AND our products are available to serve 
you immediately. 

We will ship up to 2500 sq. yds. tile per style & color in 10 business 
days or less.

800.241.4692
www.philadelphia-commercial.com

TILE SPECIFICATIONS
FIBER Solution Q® Nylon

BACKING StrataWorx® Tile 

DYE METHOD Solution Dyed

TUFTED WEIGHT 14 oz.


